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FROM THE CHAIRPERSON

IN MEMORIAM: PING KUEN YU
Recollections of Professor Yu

Articles

Uhnsook Park
Illustrated Books of Late Edo Japan

Nobuo Yamamoto
The Meiji Imprints Microform Project

Committee Activities

Meetings and Conferences

Special Reports

What's New in Technical Processing

Libraries and Institutions

Librarians

Professional Vacancies

Publications

Edward Martinique (Chair and Editor for Current Issue)
Collection Development Department
CB# 3918, Davis Library, University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3918

Thomas H. Lee (Printing and Distribution)
East Asian Collection
Indiana University Library, Room E860
Bloomington, IN 47405

Wen-kai Kung (Japan)
East Asian Collection
Brown University
Providence, RI 02912

Eugene Chai (Korea)
435 West 119th Street, Apt. 3N
New York, NY 10027

Lily Kecskes (China)
Freer Gallery
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D.C. 20560